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Abstract
Information extraction is concerned with the location of specific items in (unstructured) textual
documents, e.g., being applied for the acquisition
of structured data. Then, the acquired data can be
applied for mining methods requiring structured
input data, in contrast to other text mining methods that utilize a bag-of-words approach.
This paper presents a semi-automatic approach
for structured data acquisition using a rule-based
information extraction system. We propose a
semi-automatic process model that includes the
T EXT M ARKER system for information extraction and data acquisition from textual documents.
T EXT M ARKER applies simple rules for extracting blocks from a given (semi-structured) document, which can be further analyzed using
domain-specific rules. Thus, both low-level and
higher-level information extraction is supported.
We demonstrate the applicability and benefit of
the approach with two case studies of two realworld applications.
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Introduction

Textual documents contain a lot of unstructured data. Information extraction systems are then applied in order to
generate structure data using the source documents, i.e.,
for generating structured instances (cases) containing the
extracted information. The data bases containing the structured instances can then be applied in multiple ways, e.g.,
for data mining or text mining methods that do not employ
the common bag-of-words representation for textual data
but structured instances.
The extracted instances can be considered at different
levels of granularity: Corresponding to the quality of the
features (of the instances) that we want to generate, there
are different levels of difficulty when generating these features. The latter range from blocks of words, to sentences,
phrases, and finally concepts. A general information extraction system should support all these different options
in order to be broadly applicable for different domains.
Another issue concerns the ease of use of the system and
its applicability: Automatic information extraction systems
are usually applied when there is a lot of labeled training
data. Rule-based systems, for which the rules are manually or semi-automatically acquired, are commonly applied
if there is not enough training data available, or if the considered domain is too difficult to handle using purely automatic methods.

In this paper, we propose a semi-automatic approach for
rule-based structured data acquisition from text. The user
can specify simple rules that consider features of the text,
e.g., structural or syntactic features of the textual content.
These rules are then applied by the T EXT M ARKER system
for information extraction from text. Using its flexible rulebased formalism T EXT M ARKER supports both low-level
information extraction tasks such as named entity recognition, but also higher-level tasks since the extracted concepts
can also be processed using specialized rules.
Rules are especially suitable for the proposed information extraction task since they allow a concise and declarative formalization of the relevant domain knowledge that is
especially easy to acquire, to comprehend and to maintain.
Furthermore, in the case of errors, the cause can easily be
identified by tracing the application of the individual rules.
Especially the latter feature is rather important for an effective application of such an approach. Since the person
applying the system does not necessarily need to be a specialist concering the rules for text extraction, a simple and
intuitive way of signaling and tracing errors is necessary
for supporting these types of users. In the past, we have
considered other approaches for structured data acquisition
from text, e.g., [Betz et al., 2005]: The technique was applied sucessfully at the initial development stage. However,
the maintenance of the formalized knowledge and the practical support of an inexperienced user in the case of errors
proved to be a significant problem.
Therefore, we opted for a more robust alternative, and
developed the T EXT M ARKER system as a powerful system for rule-based information extraction. It can be applied very intuitively, since the used rules are especially
easy to acquire and to comprehend. Using the extracted
information, data records can be easily created in a postprocessing step. So far, we have applied the system for
two real-world projects: The first case study concerns the
extraction of medical data from a phyisician’s letter (discharge letter). The letter contains the observations and the
diagnoses for a specific patient. After the relevant information have been extracted, a record for the patient can be
created quite easily. The second project concerns a technical domain. T EXT M ARKER is applied for generating structured data records from textual (Word-)documents.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the process model for rule-based structured data
acqusition from text. In Section 3 we introduce the T EXT M ARKER system and discuss related work. Section 4
presents the two case studies of the presented approach
for two real-world applications. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion of the presented work
and promising directions for future work.
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Figure 1: Process Model: Semi-Automatic Rule-Based Structured Data Acquisition from Texts
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Process Model for Rule-Based Structured
Data Acquisition

In the following section, we describe the semi-automatic
process model for rule-based text extraction for generating
structured data records. We utilize the T EXT M ARKER system (c.f., Section 3) as the core component of the process.
T EXT M ARKER is a flexible integrated system for the extraction of textual information from unstructured or semistructured documents.
In general, the proposed process consists of two phases:
The knowledge acquisition phase, and the structured data
acquisition phase. The knowledge acquisition phase necessarily precedes the structured data acquisition phase: In a
semi-automatic process, the necessary knowledge for structured data acquisition from text can be formalized by a domain specialist, and can be tested on a training corpus containing a set of typical documents from the domain. The
knowledge is given by a set of specific extraction rules. The
process is incremental such that the extraction performance
can be used for optimizing the set of extraction knowledge.
The obtained knowledge provided by a set of extraction
rules are then applied by the T EXT M ARKER system described below.
In the structured data acquisition phase the formalized
knowledge, i.e., the formalized rules, are applied on the
(new) documents in a straight-forward manner. Given a
document, for example, a set of segments (blocks of words)
can be extracted, and further specialized rules can be applied for extracting specific concepts. Then, the structured
data is created and inserted into the database.
Alltogether, the process for rule-based text extraction
and acquisition of structured data considers the following
steps that are shown in Figure 1:
1. Knowledge Acquisition Phase:
(a) Acquire Extraction Rules: Using a set of training documents, usually an initial set of extraction rules is formalized by a domain specialist,
based on the features of the training documents
and the concepts to be extracted. Therefore, the
training documents should ideally capture typical characteristics of the documents encountered
in the practical application.
(b) Refine Rules: Using the given rules, the user can
tune and refine these in incremental fashion. In
this way, also extensions and changes for the document corpus can be easily included.

2. Data Acquisition Phase:
(a) Apply Rules: After the knowledge acquisition
phase a set of extraction rules is available. These
can then be applied for each document of the
text corpus, and the output can be created. For
this step, for example, segments or words of the
document can be considered, but also annotations, that were generated during the process, can
also be utilized. In this way both low-level and
high-level information extraction tasks can be
implemented. In general, the output is domainspecific, but in the context of the presented work
usually attribute–value pairs will be considered.
(b) Create Data Record: In this step, the set of
attribute–value pairs (concepts) is applied for
creating the final data record. The specific implementation of this step is domain-dependent, and
can vary from a simple matching of concepts to
more sophisticated natural language processing
techniques. In the case studies in Section 4 we
discuss some exemplary techniques.
The input of the process, i.e., the knowledge acquisition
phase is usually given by a set of training documents that
are used for optimization and refinement of the set of extraction rules. Although the domain specialist could also
provide a set of rules directly, in practice validating these
with a set of typical documents will usually increase the
performance of the system. The applied training corpus
can consist of the complete text corpus, but usually also
a representative sample of these documents is sufficient for
obtaining valid results. However, in practice the text corpus
usually grows over time, therefore the process can also be
iterated including further documents in the training corpus.
The output of the process is a set of structured data
records to be integrated in a database. In general, the output of the data acquisition phase can be specified quite
flexible: Since T EXT M ARKER provides several output options including direct textual output, modifying the input
document, and also the connection with programming languages, the user can provide flexible solutions that are also
easily extensible. In the context of the presented work, the
output for the creation of structured data records will usually consist of attribute–value pairs that are subsequently
included in the created data records.
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Information Extraction using
T EXT M ARKER– An Overview

The initial scanner creates a set of basic annotations that
may be used by the matching rules of the T EXT M ARKER
language. However, most information extraction appliIn manual information extraction humans often apply a
cations require domain specific concepts and annotations.
strategy according to a highlighter metaphor: First releTherefore, the knowledge engineer is able to extend the set
vant headlines are considered and classified according to
of annotations, and to define new annotation types tuned to
their content by coloring them with different highlighters.
the requirements of the given domain. These types can be
The paragraphs of the annotated headlines are then consid8 Die Konzeption
von
Textmarker
flexibly
integrated
in the taxonomy of annotation types.
ered further. Relevant text fragments or single words in the
context of that headline can then be colored. In this way, a
top-down analysis and extraction strategy is implemented.
Necessary additional information can then be added that
either refers to other text segments or contains valuable domain specific information. Finally the colored text can be
easily analyzed concerning the relevant information.
The T EXT M ARKER system1 tries to imitate this manual extraction method by formalizing the appropriate actions using matching rules: The rules mark sequences of
words, extract text segments or modify the input document
depending on textual features. The current T EXT M ARKER
implementation is based on a prototype described by [von
Abbildung 8.1:
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der Symboltyphierarchie,
Erläuterungen
Figure
2: Part ofaus
a taxonomy
for basic annotation
types dazu finden
Schoen, 2006] that supports a subset of the T EXT M ARKER
sich
im
Text.
(W=Word, NUM=Number, PM=Punctuations, SW=Word
language described below. The present T EXT M ARKER
without capitals, CW=Word starting with a capital letter).
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bugging capabilities and also an easy reusability of the
Language
components.
One of the goals in developing a new information extracThe default input for the T EXT M ARKER system is semition language was to maintain an easily readable syntax
8.3
Die
Symboltyphierarchie
structured text, but it can also process structured or free
while still providing a scalable expressiveness of the lantext. Technically, HTML is often the input format,Imsince
ersten Schritt
Analyse wird
einem
Scanner language
ein Symbolstrom
aus dem Einguage.derBasically,
themit
T EXT
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contains
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annotation
typesunterschiedlicher
and
HTML. Additionally, the T EXT M ARKER systems Typen
offerszusammengefasst werden. Zu diesen Typen zählen z.B. klein- und großgeschriebefor defining new matching rules. The rules are defined by
the possibility to create a modified output document.ne Wörter (SW und CW ), Zahlen (NUM ), Markup (MARKUP ) oder Satzzeichen wie
expressions containing a list of rule elements headed by the
In the following sections we first give a short conceptual
Punkt (PERIOD)
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(siehe
Abbildung
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readability of rules by making their semantic intention ex-Bei der Formantics of the T EXT M ARKER language in detail, and
pro- von Regeln kann so immer derjenige Typ dieser Hierarchie gewählt werden,
mulierung
plicit. Each rule element contains at least a basic matching
vide several illustrating examples. Next, we present
derspeim aktuellen Fall angemessen ist. Kommt z.B. der Unterscheidung von Groß- und
condition referring to text fragments or already specified
cial characteristics of the language that distinguishes
the
Kleinschreibung
bei Wörtern keine Bedeutung zu, so kann der Typ W gewählt werden.
annotations. Additionally a list of conditions and actions
Eine weitere Spezifizierung ist sowohl über Heuristiken möglich, die etwa die VerwenT EXT M ARKER system from other rule based information
may be specified for a rule element. Whereas the condidung regulärer Ausdrücke erlauben als auch über weitere Regelelemente, durch die der
extraction systems, and discuss related work.
tions describe necessary attributes of the matched text fragerlaubte Kontext des Symbols eingeschränkt wird. Die folgende Regel veranschauchlicht
ment, the actions
to operations
on
die letztere Möglichkeit
anhand point
der Bestimmung
einerand
Zahlassignments
als Preisangabe:
3.1 Core T EXT M ARKER Concepts
the current fragments. These actions will then only be exeADDTYPE NUM(MARK,price)
As a first step in the extraction process the T EXT M ARKER
cuted if all basic’Euro’
conditions matched on a text fragment or
system uses a tokenizer (scanner) to tokenize the input docthe annotation and the related conditions are fulfilled. Taument and to create a stream of basic symbols. The types
ble 1 summarizes the T EXT M ARKER grammer for defin8.4 Heuristiken
and valid annotations of the possible tokens are predefined
ing matching rules and annotations. It contains an excerpt
by a taxonomy of annotation types. Annotations simply reof werden
the T EXT
ARKER Heuristiken
syntax in Backus-Naur-Form
Im Folgenden
die M
einzelnen
kurz vorgestellt und(BNF)
ihr möglicher Verfer to a section of the input document and assign a type
or
concerning
the
rule
definitions.
wendungszweck mit jeweils einem oder mehreren einfachen Beispielen veranschaulicht.
concept to the respective text fragment.
Due to the limited space it is not possible to describe all
Figure 2 shows an excerpt of a basic annotation taxonof the various conditions and actions available in the T EXT omy: CW describes all tokens, for example, that contains a
M ARKER system. However, the usage of the language and
single word starting with a capital letter, MARKUP76
correits readability can be demonstrated by simple examples:
sponds to HTML or XML tags, and PM refers to all kinds
ADDTYPE CW{INLIST,animals.txt}(MARK,animal)
of punctuations marks.
ADDTYPE animal ’and’ animal
By using (and extending) the taxonomy, the knowledge
(MARK,animalpair,0,1,2)
engineer is able to choose the most adequate types and
The first rule looks at all capitalized words that are listed
concepts when defining new matching rules, i.e., T EXT in an external document animals.txt and creates a new anM ARKER rules for matching a text fragment given by a set
notation of the type animal using the boundaries of the
of symbols to an annotation. If the capitalization of a word,
matched word. The second rule searches for an annotation
for example, is of no importance, then the annotation type
of the type animal followed by the literal and and a second
W that describes words of any kind can be used.
animal annotation. Then it will create a new annotation an1
textmarker is a common german word for a highlighter
imalpair covering the text segment that matched the three

Rule
RuleType
RuleElement
MatchType
Annotation
Conditions
Condition
CondType
Actions
Action
ActionType

→ RuleType RuleElement+
→ ’ADDTYPE’ | ’DEFAULT’ | . . .
→ MatchType Conditions? Actions?’+’?
→ Literal | Annotation
→ ’ALL’|’ANY’|’MARKUP’|’W’|. . .
→ ’{’ Condition (’;’ Condition)* ’}’
→ ’-’? CondType (’,’ parameter)*
→ ’PARTOF’|’CONTAINS’|’NEAR’|. . .
→ ’(’ Action (’;’ Action)* ’)’
→ ActionType (’,’ parameter)*
→ ’MARK’|’FILTER’|’REPLACE’|. . .

Table 1: Extract of the T EXT M ARKER language definition
in Backus-Naur-Form
rule elements (the digit parameters refer to the number of
matched rule element).
ADDTPYE W(MARK,firstname,firstnames.txt)
ADDTYPE firstname CW(MARK,lastname)
LOGGING paragraph{VOTE,firstname,lastname}
(LOG,’Found more firstnames than
lastnames’)

In this example, the first rule annotates all words that occur in the external document firstnames.txt with the type
firstname. The second rule creates a lastname annotation
for all capitalized word that follow a firstname annotation.
The last rule finally processes all paragraph annotations. If
the VOTE condition counts more firstname than lastname
annotations, then the rule writes a log entry with a predefined message.
ADDTYPE ANY{PARTOF,paragraph,ISINTAG,
font,color=red}(MARK,delete,+)+
ADDTYPE firstname(MARK,delete,0,1) lastname
DEFAULT delete(DEL)

Here, the first rule looks for sequences of any kind of
tokens except markup and creates one annotation of the
type delete for each sequence, if the tokens are part of a
paragraph annotation and colored in red. The + signs indicate this greedy processing. The second rule annotates first
names followed by last names with the type delete and the
third rule simply deletes all text segments that are associated with that delete annotation.

3.3

Special Features of the T EXT M ARKER
Language

The T EXT M ARKER language features some special characteristics that are usually not found in other rule-based information extraction systems or even shift it towards scripting languages. The possibility of creating new annotation
types and integrating them into the taxonomy facilitates an
even more modular development of information extraction
systems than common rule based approaches do. Beside
others, there are two features that deserve a closer look in
the scope of this work: The robust extraction by filtering
the token or annotation set and the usage of scoring rules
for uncertain and heuristic extraction.
Robust extraction using filtering
Rule based or pattern based information extraction systems
often suffer from unimportant fill words, additional whitespace and unexpected markup. The T EXT M ARKER System
enables the knowledge engineer to filter and to hide all possible combinations of predefined and new types of annotations. Additionally, it can differentiate between every kind

of HTML markup and XML tags. The visibility of tokens
and annotations is modified by the actions of rule elements
and can be conditioned using the complete expressiveness
of the language. Therefore the T EXT M ARKER system supports a robust approach to information extraction and simplifies the creation of new rules since the knowledge engineer can focus on important textual features. If no rule
action changed the configuration of the filtering settings,
then the default filtering configuration ignores whitespaces
and markup. Using the default setting, the following rule
matches all four types of input in this example (see [von
Schoen, 2006]):
DEFAULT ’Dr’ PERIOD CW CW
Dr. Peter Steinmetz
Dr . Peter
Steinmetz
Dr. <b><i>Peter</i> Steinmetz</b>
Dr.PeterSteinmetz
Heuristic extraction using scoring rules
Diagnostic scores are a well known and successfully applied knowledge formalization pattern for diagnostic problems [Puppe et al., 2001]. Single known findings valuate a
possible solution by adding or subtracting points on an account of that solution. If the sum exceeds a given threshold,
then the solution is derived. One of the advantages of this
pattern is the robustness against missing or false findings,
since a high number of findings is used to derive a solution.
For more information on the diagnostic score pattern see,
e.g., [Puppe, 2000].
The T EXT M ARKER system tries to transfer this diagnostic problem solution strategy to the information extraction
problem. In addition to a normal creation of a new annotation, a MARK action can add positive or negative scoring
points to the text fragments matched by the rule elements.
If the amount of points exceeds the defined threshold for
the respective type, then a new annotation will be created.
Further, the current value of heuristic points of a possible
annotation can be evaluated by the SCORE condition. In
the following, the heuristic extraction using scoring rules is
demonstrated by a short example:
ADDTYPE paragraph{CONTAINS,W,1,5}(MARK,
headline,5)
ADDTYPE paragraph{CONTAINS,W,6,10}(MARK,
headline,2)
ADDTYPE paragraph{CONTAINS,emph,80,100,%}
(MARK,headline,7)
ADDTYPE paragraph{CONTAINS,emph,30,80,%}
(MARK,headline,3)
ADDTYPE paragraph{CONTAINS,CW,50,100,%}
(MARK,headline,7)
ADDTYPE paragraph{CONTAINS,W,0,0}(MARK,
headline,-50)
ADDTYPE headline{SCORE,10}(MARK,realhl)
LOGGING headline{SCORE,5,10}(LOG,
’Maybe a headline’)

In the first part of this rule set, annotations of the type
paragraph receive scoring points for a headline annotation,
if they fulfill certain CONTAINS conditions. The first condition, for example, evaluates to true, if the paragraph contains one word up to five words, whereas the fourth conditions is fulfilled, if the paragraph contains thirty up to
eighty percent of emph annotations. The last two rules finally execute their actions, if the score of a headline annotation exceeds ten points, or lies in the interval of five and
ten points, respectively.

3.4

4

Related Work and Discussion

Case Studies

In the following sections we describe two real-world case
Information extraction and the related acquisition of strucstudies applying the presented approach. The first case
tured data are part of a widespread and still growing scienstudy considers the generation of structured data records
tific community that originates a multiplicity of new sysgiven semi-structured medical discharge letters. The sectems, tools and approaches. Many systems for processond case study is concerned with high-level information
ing structured and semi-structured texts can be found in
extraction and data acquisition in a technical domain.
the area of web information extraction systems [Kaiser and
Miksch, 2005].
4.1 Generating Structured Discharge Letters
One of these systems is the L APIS system (Lightweight
The first case study considers the generation of data records
Architecture for Processing Information Structure) [Kuhfrom semi-structured medical discharge letters. These letlins and Tredwell, 2003] that executes self-explanatory
ters are written by the physicians when a patient has been
script-like edit operations on the input document. Providdiagnosed and leaves after a hospital stay. The letters are
ing a graphical user interface with an integrated browser,
typically written by the responsible physicians themselves
this system allows to revise the extraction results in a
and are stored as Office (Word) documents. These contain
HTML view. But its original purpose as innovative text
the observations, for example, the history of the patient,
editor causes a lack of some essential concepts like the defresults from
certain examinations, measurements
of laboinition of new types and the representation of uncertainty
A.rrtbriel-Beispiel-lOO38881.doc
- Microsoft Word
ratoryAn,ichl
parameters, and finally the inferred diagnoses of the
that is necessary for the effective EinHlgm
text extraction.
patient.
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gartner et al., 2001b with its L IXTO V ISUAL W RAPPER.
various purposes, for example, for quality control with reThis system provides a graphical user interface for a semispect
to a hospital information
system, for medical evaluUniversitätsklinikum
Würzburg
automatic generation of wrappers. The supervised learning
Klinikum der B_,,,,,,,,,,, Juliu.-Ma><imili.ns-Un,_snbl
ations,
or for creating case-based training sessions. Howapproach uses manual annotations and decisions of the user
Medizinische Klinik und Poliklinik
Direktor: Prof.
Dr: G.manual
Ertl
ever,
the
formalization and record creation using
to learn and refine rules of the E LOG language [Baumgartthese is quite costly. Therefore, we applied the presented
ner et al., 2001a]. Therefore there is no knowledge about
approach for structured data acquisition from the textual
the language representation or HTML structure needed to
documents.
created an appropriate wrapper. But its visual programder vom xx.yy.2007 bis zum xx.yy.2007 stationär behandelt "",rde.
I
ming approach seems to prefer simple conditions instead
Hypoglykamie bei Diabetes mellitus Typ 11, sekundär insulinpflichtig
of complex ones that would increase the robustness of the
Pneumonie linker Untenappen
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wrapper.
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Anämie
und
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Erfolgreiche
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increase their precision. This system was especially develAktuell Sinusmythmus
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oped to extract case information from documents created
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by common word processing programs, but depends sigl:iffiiJJQ- und
mit
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nificantly on a predefined structure of the documents by
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Multiple
which the robustness of its extraction process is affected
Hämormoiden Grad II mit akuter Blutung, Chronische Analfissur,
Ekzem
~
significantly.
Himatrophie mit beginnender Demenz
mit Hörgeräten bds.
Various tools and approaches are available to extract inAnill1lnese:
formation from semi-structured texts and for the creation
Herr X "",rde wegen Allgemeinzustandsverschlechterung und Hypoglykamie über den Notarzt bei uns
eingev.iesen. Der Blutzucker hatte beim Notarzt 67 mg% betragen, der Patient war venangsamt, konnte
of structured data records (e.g., [Mustafaraj et al., 2007]).
iJJiliiJJ keine vemünftige Anamnese geben. Der Patient spritzt selbst Insulin.
A prominent example is given by the D ISCOT EX system
KÖrperlicher Untersuchungsbefund :
76-jähriger Patient in leicht reduziertem AZ und adipösem EZ (165 cm, 85 kg), keine Zyanose oder Atemnot,
by [?] that applies a learning component for generating
bds., Integument,
Kopf undletter
Hals, bis (in
auf leicht
ikterische SklerenThe
Figure
3: Example
of Lymphknoten,
a discharge
German):
bds. tastbar,
unauffällig. E!IlJnq !!ri Cor regelmäß'g, 761min, keine pathologischen Geräusche,
the information extraction system. After textual documents
RR 130170 romI:.:!lJ.. S02 96 % bei Raumluft, Temperatur )l;yc, reiz10se
screenshot
shows the diagnoses ("Diagnosen: . . . ")deutliche
and the
~, Nierenlager frei, Abdomen im librigen unauffällig. Rücken unauffällig, Stauungsdermatose bds.
have been processed, a data mining component can then be
mit massiven
bd"" Nervensystem: Patient venangsamt, weit schweifend,
history
(’Anamnese:
. . . ’).
Thekeinsegments
correspondMer1<fähigkeits-part
und Konzentrationsstörungen.
Soweit
beurteilbar
fokal-f1eurologisches
Defizil. Im
Venauf Besserung der kognitiven Funktion, wobei ein beginnendes
vorzuliegen
applied for the specific knowledge discovery step. While
ing
to these need to be extracted for the caseSyndrom
creation.
scheint.
D ISCOT EX also proposes a process model for text extraction and mining, the process presented in this work is more
general. It focuses on the semi-automatic acquisition of
We started with a training corpus of 43 discharge letters.
extraction functionality, using rules, that is applicable for
The goal was then to process these and to extract the releboth low-level and high-level text extraction systems.
vant information (observations, diagnoses) in order to creIn summary, no system fulfilled all requirements for the
ate data records for later evaluation and text mining. Discore system of this process. This motivated the new develcharge letters usually follow certain formalization patterns:
opment of the T EXT M ARKER system with the described
The document is started by the salutation, the diagnosis
features: The modeling of extraction knowledge using rulepart, the history of the patient, textual paragraphs describbased patterns, the intuitive knowledge acquisition suping the results of various examinations like computer toported by graphical editors, the powerful features of the
mography (CT), and the result of laboratory examinations,
T EXT M ARKER language and its extensibility prove crucial
i.e., the measured parameters. Since this structure is folwhen developing efficient and effective text extraction aplowed quite strictly, we were able to utilize this feature for
proaches for structured data record creation.
extracting the relevant observations.
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Figure 4: Intermediate results: Exemplary segments (for the diagnoses part) for the discharge letter shown in Figure 3.

For extracting the relevant information, we developed a
set of rules that take the structure of the document into account. As discussed above, a discharge letter needs to follow a certain standard structure. For applying the T EXT M ARKER system, we could therefore focus on these building blocks of the document. In this way, we developed a
set of rules for extracting segments of the letter first, for
example, considering the diagnosis block (c.f., Figure 4).
After that, those segments were split up further, for example, considering the fact that individual diagnoses are
almost always contained in separate lines within these segments. Some examples of the applied extraction rules for
the diagnoses are shown below.
DECLARE diagnosisStartMarker
ADDTYPE CW{PARTOF,paragraph;-PARTOF,
diagnosisStartMarker;INLIST,
SynonymeAdditional.txt}(MARK,
diagnosisStartMarker,0,1)
CW{INLIST,SynonymeDiagnosis.txt,
5,relative}
ADDTYPE CW{PARTOF,paragraph;-PARTOF,
diagnosisStartMarker;INLIST,
SynonymeDiagnosis.txt,5,relative}
(MARK,diagnosisStartMarker)
DECLARE historyStartMarker
ADDTYPE CW{REGEXP,[A-Za-zÄÖÜäöüß]*(anamnese
|Anamnese)}(MARK,historyStartMarker)
DECLARE startMarker
ADDTYPE diagnosisStartMarker(MARK,startMarker)
ADDTYPE historyStartMarker(MARK,startMarker)
ADDTYPE highlightedParagraph{TOTALCOUNT,
historyStartMarker,0,0}
(MARK,startMarker)

The rules concern the definition of several markers for a
set of diagnoses (block of diagnoses in the discharge letter)
and the start of the history section. Both the diagnosisStartMarker and the StartMarker are used for marking the start
of an interesting paragraph, i.e., block of content. The last
rule considers the case that the history, i.e., the historyStartMarker is missing, since for extracting the diagnoses
we consider the content between the diagnosisStartMarker
and the following startMarker. The last rule was added for
increasing the robustness of the system. However, the case
that the history was missing occurred only in a minority of
cases. The diagnoses block is then split up into segments
concerning the individual diagnoses.

An example of the intermediate output of the extraction
phase is shown in Figure 4. After the segments have been
extracted we apply a post-processing phase in which the
segments are matched with specific diagnoses and observations using a lexicon and a synonym-list. This matching
step can be easily implemented using the T EXT M ARKER
system, focusing on a set of interesting concepts (observations and diagnoses). The result of the application is a
set of attribute–value pairs that can be directly applied for
structured data record creation. Considering the diagnoses,
for example, we create pairs for binary attributes regarding
the extracted diagnoses. The resulting database of dissection records is then available, e.g., for knowledge discovery
and quality monitoring.

4.2

High-Level Information Extraction

The second case study describes the application of the presented process for a high level information extraction and
automatic content segmentation and extraction task. Unfortunately, we can only describe the case study in a very
general way due to non-disclosure terms. Therefore, we
will outline and summarize the general setting and ideas,
but we will not show specific screenshots or technology.
As a general setting, word processing documents in common file formats are the input of the described system.
These documents, initially2 consisting of common Microsoft Word or OpenOffice documents need to be mined
for project-like information with temporal margins, e.g., information similar to facts commonly contained in curriculums vitae.
In the concrete application, the input documents feature
an extremly heterogeneous layout and are each written by
a different person. Interesting text fragments may relate
from plain text to structured tables, combinations of these,
or parts of them. Additionally, the layout is not sufficient
enough for a correct classification, since also domain dependant semantics may change the relevance of a fragment
in its specific context. The output of a document are a set
of templates that contain exact temporary information, the
exact text fragment related to the template and various domain specific information, e.g., the responsible position or
a title phrase, in our curriculum vitae analogy.
2

The input documents are converted to HTML

Although the application is still under development, it already involves 479 rules and contains several domain specific dictionaries with up to 80000 entries. During the process, the T EXT M ARKER system basically tries to imitate
the human perception of text blocks when processing the
documents. For this purpose interesting named entities,
e.g., temporal information, are recognised. Then, the application identifies text structures of different types of complexity and size, e.g., a headlined paragraph or a row of a
table. These overlapping text fragments are then compared
both in a top-down and a bottom-up manner. If one of these
text fragments or a set of text fragments of the same type
contains a significant pattern of interesting named entities,
then they are marked as a relevant block of text. Finally
additional rules find the domain specific information which
is also used to refine the found segments. This outline describes the basic functionality of the system. According
to this specification, extraction rules were defined by the
knowledge engineer using test documents provided by the
domain specialist.
In the current state the described T EXT M ARKER application was evaluated on correct text fragments and temporary data only. In this setting, it already achieved an
F1 measure of about 89% tested on 58 randomly selected
documents with 783 relevant text fragments. These results
seem to indicate potential for further improvements, however, in order to obtain more reliable results we need to
perform more evaluations together with our project partners first.

5

Conclusions

This paper presented an effective rule-based approach for
the generation of structured data records from text: We
have proposed a semi-automatic process that featured the
T EXT M ARKER system as the core-component for the text
extraction. The paper provided a conceptual overview
on the T EXT M ARKER application, and described the core
concepts, the T EXT M ARKER language, and the acquisition
and application of extraction rules. For demonstrating the
applicability, benefit and effectiveness of the approach, the
paper discussed two cases studies from two real-world applications.
The results and the experiences so far show, that the proposed process and the T EXT M ARKER system are quite capable for implementing difficult text and information extraction tasks. Then, the application of the versatile T EXT M ARKER system can also be applied as a preprocessing
step for the structured data acquisition task.
In the future, we aim to consider automatic learning
methods for the (semi-)automatic acquisition of extraction
rules. Then, the acquisition of extraction knowledge can
be supported by the system, e.g., by proposing appropriate
templates for the extraction. Furthermore, we plan to extend the T EXT M ARKER language in order to further simplify the creation of domain-specific annotations. Additionally, we aim to completely integrate the T EXT M ARKER
system with other natural-language processing tools using
UIMA (Unstructured Information Management Architecture) [Ferrucci and Lally, 2004], such that the extraction
process can be enhanced using further specialized tools.
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